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Abstract

The key performance metrics in wireless sensor networks are both network lifetime and an average time required to report an event reliably. The optimal solution must be taken into account to meet these metrics. Considering energy-latency constraints in sensor networks, we have developed a cluster architecture using mobile agents to detect the yarn break in spinning machine in textile industry. We have used the latency improved MAC layer protocol to access the channel in the cluster and also used energy efficient cluster formation algorithm based on residual energy of the sensor node. This protocol can handle multiple event messages efficiently. And, we mainly focused on simulating the behavior of mobile agents for information retrieval from a wireless sensor network in an event driven and poll driven wireless sensor network model.
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1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are gaining popularity for industrial sensing applications due to their relatively low cost and simplicity for retrofitting into existing infrastructure. WSN is a network consisting of distributed self-organized autonomous devices built with sensors to monitor physical and environmental conditions such as vibration, motion, temperature and sound in a coordinated fashion. It is a group of specialized transducers with a communication infrastructure intended to monitor and record conditions at diverse locations[1]. They are particularly suited to power engineering applications as they do not require cabling, which will lead to shorter outages during installation and a lower capital outlay than their wired equivalent. In emerging Wireless Sensor Networks, including Sensor Webs, a ‘deploy and ignore’ approach is no longer possible[2]. Indeed, the conventional ‘built-in’ station is replaced by a large number of lower-power motes which often conserve their resources by having sleep/wake cycles. In addition, in mobile data collection, communication pathways and network topologies regularly change. Consequently, monitoring must be actively and continually updated. Especially in remote areas where manual maintenance is nearly impossible, monitoring must be carried out by the network in a way that it can detect events of interest and selfconfigure quickly and efficiently in order to collect and forward data to sinks.

Generally, there are three models of wireless sensor network: continuous, on-demand and event-driven. In continuous WSN, sensors send data periodically to the sink. There are always sensors in the network, which initiate the communication. In the on-demand WSN model, sensors send data only when they receive a request from a access point. Without request, sensors sense the information and store it in their local memory. In the event driven
WSN, in which we are interested, the sensors send data only when an event occurs[3]. We made an attempt to use a mobile agent-based system that will provide the abstraction for the different technologies used in spinning machine. Here the agent has the ability to communicate with the sensors in the environment, learn about the status of all sensors, analyze the decisions, and acts autonomously. The agent acts as a mediator between the administrator and the sensor network environment. This agent provides real-time solutions for energy-efficient query processing and data dissemination. The agent-based architecture will use a database approach where the users will be unaware of the implementation details. In other words, users would be able to query the network without worrying about the energy efficient query processing and routing techniques. The query and routing agents would be responsible for query processing and data dissemination respectively. Moreover, the application developers could easily build a standard application for the given sensors, without going into the hardware, routing, or sensor details[4]. Figure 1 shows the client-server based and mobile agent based architecture. Shaded circles represents the nodes.

In this paper, section 2 states the problem description. Section 3 describes some related MAC protocols and the energy efficient clustering formation algorithm, Section 4 details the background of mobile agents and the proposed model. In section 5, we showed the simulation results and section 6 concludes the paper.

Fig 1a. Client-server based  Fig 1b. Mobile Agent based

2. Problem Description

Detecting the yarn break in a spinning machine in a textile industry is the important task as it directly affects the production efficiency. The end breakage in ring spinning not only reduces the running efficiency of the process, but also deteriorates the quality of the yarn in terms of presence of piecing slubs. With the increase in spindle speed, the yarn breakage rate increases. A higher speed causes powerful centrifugal forces on the fibres resulting in poor spinning stability and an increase in yarn tension, which in turn causes high yarn breakage. An appropriate sensor network is always required to monitor the system behavior in such a way that suitable signal processing and damage-sensitive feature extraction on the measured data can be performed efficiently. The number of sensing systems available vary significantly depending upon the activity. Current sensing network in spinning machine uses wired concept. Wireless communication can remedy the cabling issues with the traditional monitoring system and significantly reduce the maintenance costs. A new wireless sensor network (WSN) paradigm, which has been investigated by the authors, is then presented.

3. MAC Protocols and Clustering Algorithm

Research on the medium access control of wireless sensor networks is very common. There is a need to improve MAC protocol management of communication time between sensors which consumes the most energy. MAC protocols are classified into two different types: Contention-Based and Contention-Free. Contention-free MAC is based on reservation
and scheduling[5]. Here, each node announces a time slot that they want to use to the coordinator of the network. This coordinator schedules the request and allocates to other nodes their respective time slots. In this way, a node can access the channel without colliding with others because it is the only node which can transmit during its time slot. This technique guarantees low energy consumption because each node in the network works only in its time slot without collisions. However, the main drawback of this technique is, the nodes must be well synchronized among them (about several μs), which is not easy to achieve in the widely distributed and scalable environment of a sensor network. Unlike this technique, contention-based MAC is a protocol where every node competes to access the channel. Before transmitting a message, a node listens to the channel to see whether there is already a transmission in the medium. If the channel is busy, it will wait for a random time and retry to detect it later. If the channel is free, it will transmit the message. Collision occurs when two or more interfering nodes observe that the channel is free at the same time and they transmit their message simultaneously[6]. The most well-known example of this technique is protocol IEEE 802.11 for wireless LAN network. Many research projects have been carried out to optimize the existing MAC methods. S-MAC[7] is considered to be the first MAC protocol proposal which tries to reduce idle time for sensors, it is not suitable for our event driven application. TMAC tries to improve SMAC by using a time out scheme to further reduce the idle listening wastage. DMAC[8] uses an improved staggered sleeping cycle to reduce the data latency of SMAC. Latency MAC protocol[9] sacrifices some packet latency to reduce the energy wastage of idle listening and to increase the accuracy of the prediction for packets incoming. Sift[10] is the MAC protocol specific to event-driven WSN and guarantees successful transmission of messages in the shortest delay but the distribution function is complicated and requires a lot of processing to compute the non-uniform probability for each transmission. So we have adapted Sift to improve the latency and to meet our event driven application.

Our work is motivated by the following observations: In most sensor networks, multiple sensors are deployed in the same geographic area, usually for fault-detection and reliability. In addition to sensing periodic observations, when an event of interest happens, the sensing node that senses the event send messages reporting the event. The result is spatially-correlated contention. Multiple sensors sharing the wireless medium all have messages to send at almost the same time because they all generate messages in response to external events. In our work, each node is deployed across each spindle to monitor the rotation of the traveler. So, only a single node is responsible for sending the event of interest.

In all contention window based protocols, each node picks a random contention slot in [1,CW] to transmit. If two nodes pick the same slot, they will both transmit and cause a collision. When this happens, most protocols specify that the colliding nodes multiplicatively increase their value of CW. In contract to this, sift protocol uses a small and fixed CW of 32 slots, where each slot lasts on the order of tens of microseconds. In a shared medium, where R nodes sense an event and contend to transmit on the channel at the same time, we design a MAC protocol that minimizes the time taken to send R messages without any collision. The key idea is to use an increasing non-uniform probability distribution within a fixed contention window, rather than varying the contention window size as in many traditional MAC protocols. If exactly one node happens to pick some contention slot, it will start to transmit in that slot. When its transmission finishes, all other competing nodes select new random contention slots and repeat the process of backing off over the fixed contention window. The same process happens if two or more stations happen to pick the same contention slot resulting in collision. So in our method, a node with larger report information is delayed by the other node.
3.1. Energy Efficient Cluster Formation Algorithm

Energy consumption of the cluster heads is relatively expensive, so the residual energy of sensor node is the main criteria for the election of cluster head[11][12]. The closer sensor nodes within a cluster, the lower energy they need to consume to send the data. Considering a sensor network which is randomly distributed over a region with a sink node. The sink node is located outside of the monitoring area with infinite energy. All these sensor nodes are grouped into clusters. All sensor nodes are assigned with an ID(identification), computing power and processing power. Initially some nodes are randomly chosen as cluster heads and a level value 0 is assigned to them along with their ID[13].

\[
\text{CH}=(\text{ID}, \text{level } 0)
\]

During each round, each sensor node calculates its own “concentration degree” defined to be the concentration degree of node i, namely the number of sensor nodes that it can sense during the r-th round.

The residual energy \(E_{rd(i)}\) of a node i is calculated as \(E_{rd(i)} = \text{initial power} - (\text{total power consumed for transmission and reception})\). Sink node marks itself as level 1, and broadcast a message to neighbor nodes to construct a routing among clusters, the message is sent with “appointment of cluster heads” messages. The cluster heads one hop away from the sink will receive the message, and then marks itself as level 2, mark the ID as its father cluster head ID. Cluster head receiving the message will mark the node ID, from which the message is sent as its father cluster ID and use the level value in the message plus 1 as its new level value if its original level value is 0. The routing construction process will end when there is no level 0 cluster head in the sensor network. In the initialization phase of network, the sink broadcasts \(E_{rd(r)}\), the average energy of sensor nodes in ‘cluster head election’ messages. When a node i, receives the broadcast message, it will first compare its own residual energy \(E_{rd(i)}\) with \(E_{rd(r)}\).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } & E_{rd(i)} > E_{rd(r)} \{ \\
& W_{(i,r)} = \alpha \left[ E_{rd(i)} / E_{rd(r)} \right] + (1-\alpha) \left[ D_{ij} / (N-1)/K \right] \\
& \beta = E_{rd(r)} / E_{rd(i)} \\
& \alpha = 1/(1+\beta)
\}
\end{align*}
\]

\(\alpha\) is adaptive factor
\(\beta\) is the residual energy of node j in round r
\(W_{(i,r)}\) = weight factor
\(E_{rd(i)}\) = residual energy of node i
\(E_{rd(r)}\) = average residual energy
\(N\) = number of nodes
\(K\) = number of clusters

else

Node i gives up cluster head selection and chooses to join a cluster.

The sink chooses sensor nodes with maximum election weight as cluster heads. After that, cluster heads will broadcast to neighbor nodes to notify them that it has been elected as a
new cluster head. After receiving the broadcast message transmitted over a single-hop or multi-hop path, the non-cluster sensor node need to determine whether it is in the sensing range of the cluster head or not, if not they will join the CH with sensing range. Right before the beginning of a new round, source nodes should send the information of their residual energy to their cluster heads along with the sensing data for the purpose of cluster reconstruction[14][15].

4. Mobile Agents in Sensor Networks

4.1. Working of Mobile Agent

There are various model of mobile computing: client/server, peer based and agent based. In agent based modeling, a mobile agent consists of the program code and the program execution state (the current values of variables, next instruction to be executed, etc.)[16][17]. Initially a mobile agent resides on a computer called the home machine. The agent is then dispatched to execute on a remote computer called a mobile agent host (a mobile agent host is also called mobile agent platform or mobile agent server). Figure 2. describes the sequence of processes carried out during agent’s lifetime. When a mobile agent is dispatched the entire code of the mobile agent(MA) and the execution state of the mobile agent is transferred to the host. The host provides a suitable execution environment for the mobile agent to execute. The mobile agent uses resources like CPU, memory, etc. of the host to perform its task[18]. After completing its task on the host, the mobile agent migrates to another computer. Since the state information is also transferred to the host, mobile agents can resume the execution of the code from where they left off in the previous host instead of having to restart execution from the beginning. This continues until the mobile agent returns to its home machine after completing execution on the last machine in its itinerary[19][20].

![Fig 2. Agent’s Lifecycle](image)

Although, in the last several years, there has been extensive research going on in the development of mobile agent systems, there are few efforts in the study of their performance in real world applications of wireless networks. As a result, the spread of mobile agent technology in real world wireless applications cannot as yet be seen[21]. We describe the implementation of a tool to simulate the behavior of mobile agents and its utilization in industrial applications. The implementation consists of extending the existing network simulator NS2 to support mobile agent simulation.
4.2. Proposed Work

We mainly focus on the use of mobile agents in sensor networks for information retrieval and to improve the latency in the data delivery. We use the models of event driven (source initiated) and poll driven WSN model. In event driven model, the source sensor monitors for a given event (sensors are generally designed for specific applications) and reports it to base station. In a poll driven (sink initiated) model, the base station polls the source station whenever the information about a particular event is required. The architecture basically uses mobile agents ability to carry processing codes that allow the computation and communication resources at the sensor nodes to be efficiently harnessed in an undefined area. The MAs should adjust their behavior depending on quality of service needs (e.g. data delivery latency) and the network characteristics to increase network lifetime while still meeting those quality of service needs. The aim of the work would be to dedicate MAs to introduce retrieval of data from a sensor network. It also reduces the information redundancy and communication overhead at all levels so as to prolong network lifetime.

Consider a yarn break detection in a spinning machine application of a sensor network. The sensor nodes are deployed to monitor the rotation of a ring traveler which carries yarn in it. Any break in the yarn stops the rotation of the traveler. Now, the deployed sensor nodes across each spindle monitors the rotation of the traveler. If there is any break (event), it gives the report information to the cluster head. Sink sends the mobile agent to the cluster heads to gather the information.

The agent reaches the target region through multiple hops. Here it performs a three step process to retrieve and process the information: Registration- The agent checks the target node for integrity and authenticity using information being provided by the sink node. Once the authenticity check is performed, the information is collected for further processing. Association- The process of registration is followed by processing of the information gathered
and removing the redundant/unwanted information. This process generally starts from second
node onwards. Fusion- The process information is fused into the sink node to take appropriate
action. The developed example application is structured and is shown in Figure 3. Once the
timer starts, data sensing starts and the event is detected, which is then sent to cluster head,
agent is created, data is collected by the agents, information is given to base station and
finally the agent is terminated.

Table 1 shows the parameters of a mobile agent. The entire agent code is transmitted along
with its data and execution stack. The agent’s code is transmitted only if it is not available at
the receiving node. The agent consists of B^code bytes of code, B^data bytes of data and B^state
bytes of execution state and is described by the triple B^A = (B^code, B^data, B^state). The selectivity of the
agent is given by σ. Thus the actual size of the results that agent is required to carry after
remote processing is (1-σ) B^rep. The total network load for the migration of an agent A from
node n1 to node n2 and then back from node n2 to node n1 is given as:

\[ B_{MR} = B^\text{code} + B^\text{data} + B^\text{state} + (1-\sigma) B^\text{rep} \]

The execution time for a single agent migration from node n1 to node n2 will be

\[ T_{Mig} = \delta + \left[ \left( \frac{1}{\tau} \right) + 2\mu \right] (B^\text{code} + B^\text{data} + B^\text{state}) \]

The total execution time for the entire agent task, neglecting any other processing time, can
be given as:

\[ T_{MR} = T_{Mig} + \delta + \left[ \left( \frac{1}{\tau} \right) + 2\mu \right] B_{MR} \]

τ denotes the throughput of the link between nodes n1 and n2 and also μ represents the
overhead. The above equation represents the mathematical model used in the simulation[22].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Parameters of a Mobile Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>code_size_data_size (bytes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (bytes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Simulated Output

We have tried to build a model for simulating the general behavior of mobile agents by
extending the existing network simulator NS2. Within the clusters, the average one hop delay
is calculated using the event driven MAC protocol and is plotted in Figure 4 and the number
of nodes reporting an event is also represented in Figure 5. Then, the average energy
consumed is calculated using the energy efficient cluster formation algorithm and is shown in
Figure 6. Using this model, the performance of the mobile agents are studied and compared with more traditional client-server approach. Figure 7 compares the time required for client-server approach (upper curve) and mobile agent based approach (lower curve).

**Fig 4. Number of clusters vs average one hop delay**

**Fig 5. Number of nodes reporting an event vs time**

**Fig 6. Energy consumption**

**Fig 7. Effective number of Interactions**
The simulation results suggest that a combination of energy efficient cluster formation, MAC layer protocol for event driven application and mobile agents to reduce the latency, may actually provide greater energy saving as well as much better latency.

6. Conclusion

The field of wireless sensor networks offers a rich, multi-disciplinary area of research, in which a variety of tools and concepts can be employed to address a diverse set of applications. As such, many potentials of this field have been under study both in academia and in the industry. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the use of wireless sensor networks in spinning machine to detect the yarn break considering energy-latency problems using mobile agents. In this perspective, the results obtained from the simulation studies support the current trend of integrating the mobile agent technology into the mainstream of industrial software development rather than treating it as an exotic and specialized offshoot.
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